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845-025-2540
Grow Canopy Limitation for Producers Registered to Produce Marijuana for Patients

(1) A licensed producer who has been registered by the Commission to produce marijuana for patients may only produce the following amounts of marijuana for patients:
(a) For outdoor producers, up to 240 square feet per patient agreement, not to exceed a sum total of 3360 square feet of mature plant canopy.
(b) For indoor producers, up to 60 square feet per patient agreement, not to exceed a sum total of 840 square feet of mature plant canopy.

(2) A licensed producer must physically separate usable marijuana produced for patients from the marijuana canopy authorized under OAR 845-025-2040.

**Stat. Auth.: ORS 475B.025**
**Stats. Implemented: 2016 OL Ch. 83 Sec. 2**
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